
CFA/M-C  CRANE FORKS & SAFETY CAGE

SHEARLEGS  
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CFM/C1 1000 Manual 190 £1425

CFA/C1 1000 Self balance 180 £1615 

CFM/C2 2000 Manual 215 £1766  

CFA/C2 2000 Self balance 205 £1950 

Model WLL Balance type Weight Price
kgs kgs £

The CFA/M-C crane forks have been specifically designed for lifting and
moving palletised loads of bricks, blocks and bags of building material.

The units are supplied as standard with a safety cage to ensure the load does
not move during transportation. This is particularly useful for when moving smaller
loose items, such as tools, bags or wheel barrows to high levels with a crane on
a construction site. The safety cage has a simple, yet effective, quick locking
mechanism.

These crane forks are available with either self weight or manual balancing.

NB: These safety cages must not be used for lifting personnel.

SL0.500/2 500 2000 24 2254 1800 £498
SL1000/2 1000 2000 33 2276 1816 £519
SL1000/3 1000 3000 44 3340 2544 £568
SL1000/4 1000 4000 89 4411 3270 £609
SL2000/3 2000 3000 71 3366 2554 £691
SL2000/4 2000 4000 90 4430 3282 £778
SL3000/3 3000 3000 88 3409 2730 £819
SL3000/4 3000 4000 108 3458 3458 £888  

Model WLL Height to eye Leg length Leg dia. Weight Price*
kgs mm mm mm kgs £

The Camlok Shearlegs have been designed to be simple and easy to erect and
operate. Each set of shearlegs are supplied, as standard, fitted with safety chains
and a large eyebolt for the suspension of hand operated lifting mechanisms, chain
blocks or pulleys.

NB: These shearlegs must not be used for lifting personnel, although Height
Safety Tripods are available upon request. Please call for details.

Illustration showing
operation:

(2) Brick pallet lifted
by crane fork.

(3) Empty safety cage.

(4) Crane fork loads
brick pallet into
safety cage.

(5) Lock brick pallet
into safety cage.

(1) Brick pallet.

(6) Crane fork picks up locked     
and loaded safety cage.

Available with a variety
of leg and foot options:

* (1) Fitted as standard for 
hard ground. eg concrete.
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(2) FF. Flat foot
for soft ground.
eg. earth

(3) FR. Rubber lined foot for
internal use.

(4) FC. Combined
for hard or soft ground.
eg. earth or concrete.

(5) Dual height
supplied with
2 safety chains
(max. split 2)

(6) Split leg for
storage and
transport
(max split 2)

(7) Adjustable legs suitable for un-level
ground, shallow slopes and slight inclines
(max. adjustable height 500mm)

*Fitted with standard legs for hard ground. For other options please call.


